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1998 Penn Bowl 007
LITERA TUREIPHILOSOPHY TOSSUP
1. In 1996, he was the recipient of the National Medal of Arts and a Kennedy Center Honoree. He won
three Pulitzer prizes for such honoring such plays as "A Delicate Balance" and "Seascape". His most famous
play was written in 1962, became a movie in 1966, starring Sandy Dennis, George Segal, Richard Burton,
and Elizabeth Taylor. F1P, name this author of "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?"

SCIENCE TOSSUP
2. Members of this biological classification are unicellular, but some form simple colonies of
undifferentiated cells. These colonies may consist of only two cells, but others are a filament of cells. Some
can be autotrophic or heterotrophic. F1P, name this kingdom which contains all organisms consisting of
prokaryotic cells.
Answer: Kingdom _MONERA_
GENERAL TOSSUP
3. Consisting of a decree by a priest at Memphis to commemorate the coronation of Ptolemy V of Egypt, it
was redicovered by an officer of Napoleon in 1799. Dating back to 196 BC, it contains, in Hieroglyphic,
Demotic, and Greek, the very same text. F1P, name this black basalt stone which led to the breakthrough
in translating Egyptian Hieroglyphics.
Answer: The - ROSETTA STONEPOP CULTURE/SPORTS TOSSUP
4. This game is played in a fronton with a ball, two inches in diameter made of hard rubber, covered in
goatskin. During a game, this ball can attain speeds of up to 150 mph, and each court has a wire screen to
protect spectators from being maimed. The players wear a basket-shaped, wicker racket called a cesta with
which they flong the ball, called a pelota. For ten points, name this sport popular among Spanishspeaking countries, wich originated among the Basques.
Answer: jAI-ALAI_ (Hi-lie or Hi-a-lie)
RELIGION TOSSUP
5. He captured a monster's cattle, a wild boar, a deer wih gold antlers, a King's bull, man-eating horses,
and a three-headed dog. He obtained golden apples and a girdle, killed a lion, a hydra, and several maneating birds, in addition to cleaning out some particularly filthy stables. F1P, name this overacheiver and
son of Zeus who performed all twelve of these labors.

CURRENT EVENTS
6. Depite the changes made in several African nations, this ruler has become an exception He was elected
president in 1979 among civil unrest His presidency has been characterized by corruption as well as
human rights violations. Despite liberalization in allowing multi-party elections, his Kanu party continues
to dominate the political scene which has caused international suspicion. For 10 points, name the recently
re-elected president of Kenya.
Answer: DANIEL ARAP MOl

POP CULTORE TOSSUP
7. This band lasted slightly more than a year, the lead singer drifting off to form Public Image, Limited.
During their short stint, they were famous for public relations stunts conceived by Malcolm McLaren, such
as following the royal flotilla down the Thames singing their banned song, "God Save the Queen". For
ten points, name this anarchist punk band whose members included Johnny Rotten and the late Sid
Vicious.
Answer: _THE SEX PISTOLS_
LITERATOREIPHILOSOPHY TOSSUP
8. The Girl from Samos, The Arbitration, The Shearing of Glycera, and the Grouch, are among the
surviving fragments of his work, which numbered 108 plays. Name this Athenian, FfP, who charted a
new path for comedy from the phallic jokes and pointed satires of Aristophanes 100 years earlier.
Answer: - MENANDERGEOGRAPHY TOSSUP
9. This landmass has been hotly contested for more than a century. Russia took it from Sweden in 1809.
They had to give it up to the League of Nations, who then gave it to Finland, despite the large protest from
its Swedish-speaking population. Today, its economy thrives on being one of the few remaining duty-free
areas for Europeans. FIP, name this island, located betWeen the Gulf of Bothnia and the Baltic Sea.
Answer: _ALAND_ (Ooh-Lahnd)
RELIGION TOSSUP
10. Followers of this school of modem Buddhism meditate with a vajra and a bell. The vajra represents the
male and the bell, the female, and together, they form the supreme deity who embodies them both,
paralleling Hinduism's Shiva and Shakti. For ten points, name this national religion of Tibet, whose
followers meditate, practice yoga, and perform ritual sex as a means of attaining the ultimate truth.
Answer: _ T ANTRA_ (also accept Tantric Buddhism; do not accept Tibetan Buddhism)
POP/SPORTS TOSSUP
11. He keeps a lower profile than Jimmy Johnson and Bill Parcells, both of whom were rumored to have
interviewed for the job he now holds. He is more positive than the first man to hold his job, who, when
asked how he felt about his team's execution, replied that he'd favor it. FTP, what young coach has
inspired Warrick Dunn and Trent Dilfer and brought football fever to Tampa Bay?
Answer: Tony _DUNGEE_
SCIENCE TOSSUP
12. In 1902, American electrical engineer, Arthur Kennelly, independently came to the same conclusion as
this British physicist. Both theorized the existence of an atmospheric layer which aids in the conduction of
radio waves, following Marconi's successful transmission of radio signals across the Atlantic on December
12, 1901. FIP, name this scientist, whose name, along with Kennelly's, names the E region of the
ionosphere.
Answer: Oliver _HE AVlSIDE_
LITERATOREIPHILOSOPHY TOSSUP

13. Someone was once reported as saying that the French only become philosophers AFTER they read the
Germans. This is certainly true in the case of Sartre' s adaption of this German philosophy, the study of all
possible appearances in human experience, during which, considerations of objective reality and of purely
objective response are temporarily left out of account. FfP, name this method which was associated with
Husserl.
Answer: ]HENOMENOLOGY_ (do not accept phenominalism)
HISTORY TOSSUP
14. This Colonial ran dozens of espionage rings in British-held New York and Philadelphia. He was a
genius at disinformation and constantly befuddled the British by leaking, through double agents, inflated
reports on the strength of his army. Ironic, since he is known today for his honesty." FfP, name this
Revolutionary War hero who later became the first president of the United States.
Answer: George _WASHINGTON_
GEOGRAPHY TOSSUP
15. Ruthenia, Teschen, Moravia, Sudetenland, Bohemia, and Slovakia were the names of ethnic regions in
this country before Nazi Germany carved it up and annexed it into their empire in the late 1930's. It became
independent after World War II, but has ceased to exist following The Velvet Divorce. For ten points,
name this former country of Central Europe
Answer _CZECHOSLOVAKIA_
FINE ARTS TOSSUP
16. This Dutch artist was the founder of the De Stilj movement. A painter and a theorist, he was first
involved in symbolism before being influenced by cubism. This combination forms his distinctive
abstract style, of which an example would be Broadway Boogie Woogie. FTP, name the modem artist
who is known for his use of the primary colors outlined in black lines.
Answer: Piet _MONDRIAN_
CURRENT EVENTS
17. December 28 was not a good time to be a chicken, especially in Hong Kong where HK health officers
began slaughtering 1.4 million of them in the attempt to control this avian virus that has infected 16 people
and killed four of them. U ntillast May, this avian influenza was only found in chickens until a young boy
contracted it and died. FTP, what is the name given by the CDC and WHO to this killer virus?
Answer: - H5Nl HISTORY TOSSUP
18. He was one of several illegitimate children his father, Rodrigo, born to Vannoza Catini in 1475. He
was made a cardinal by his father in 1493, but renounced his ecclesiastical career, in 1498, to pacify the
Romagna in the Papal States. He was then granted the title of duke of Valentino is by Louis XII and was
known as it Valentino. FfP, name this man, Pope Alexander VI's son, who was the model for
Macchiavelli's "Prince."
Answer: _ CAESARE BORGIA_ (prompt on Borgia)
FINE ARTS TOSSUP

19. He was conductor of the Gewandhaus orchestra in Leipzig, and in 1829, revived Bach's St. Matthew
Passion in a historic performance. Famous works include his Symphony No.4 "Italian," but he is best
known for something he composed at age 17. FfP, name the creator of the incidental music to
Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream.
Answer: Felix _MENDELSSOHN_
Miscellaneous Tossup
20. Born in Leipzig, Germany, he opened the first psychological institute there in 1879. He was the
forerunner of the rise of modem psychology, and many consider him the founder of experimental
psychology. FfP, name this psychologist who believed that the psyche, or the soul, did not exist, and
contested that man had no free will and could be easily manipulated.
Answer: William _ WUNDT_ (Villiam Voont)

SCIENCE TOSSUP
21. He was born in Paris France in 1819, and began studying medicine but later switched to physics. One
of his scientific experiments measured light using a rapidly rotating mirror and showed that light moves
more slowly in water than in the air. With a pendulum, he demonstrated the rotation of the Earth for the
first time, and he is most famous for the gyroscope. FfP, name him.
Answer: _JEAN_Bernard Leon ]OUCAULT _ (prompt on Foucault)
LITERATURE TOSSUP
22. Andre Breton described him as "A black man who embodies not simply the black race but all
mankind, who will remain for me the prototype of human dignity." Mter World War II, he became mayor
of Fort-de-France, and later, the representative to the French National Assembly for Martinique, where he
was bom. FTP, name this author of La Tragedie du Roi, Une saison au Congo, and founder of the anticolonial movement, La Negritude.
Answer: _AIMEE CESAIRE_ (Em-ay Say-zare)
HISTORY TOSSUP
23. This general got his start fighting in the Mexican War. At the start of the Civil War, he began as a
Rhode Island volunteer, and in September 1862, became head of Union forces. His only battle, as
commander, was Fredricksburg. Replaced by General Hooker, he was then sent to command the Army and
Department of Ohio. FfP, name this general whose name, in modified form, has come to refer to his
signiature facial hair.
Answer: Ambrose Everett - BURNSIDESOCIAL SCIENCE TOSSUP
24. Adam Smith wrote, "the things which have the greatest value in use have frequently little or no value
in exchange; and on the contrary, those which have the greatest value in exchange have frequently little or
no value in use." Smith is describing, in essence, the nature of luxury items. FTP, what paradox was he
describing?
Answer: _ DIAMOND/W ATER P ARADOX_

RELIGION TOSSUP

25. He was born in Sarcenat, France, in 188l. Ordained as a Jesuit priest in 1911, he taught geology at
the Catholic Institute in Paris. His teachings and readings were later banned by the Catholic Church due to
his belief that humanity is in a continuous process of evolution towards a perfect spiritual state. FfP,
name this religious philosopher and author of The Phenomenon of Humanity.
Answer: ]IERRE_ Teilhard _DE CHARDIN_ (prompt on Chardin)
FINE ARTS TOSSUP
26. This architect studied engineering and was influenced by the Arts and Crafts Movement. Though he
liked natural materials and settings, he was most noted for his use of reinforced concrete, cantilevers, and
screen walls. FTP name this man noted for his strong horizontal lines and open plans seen best in the
Robie House and Falling Water.
Answer: ]rank_ Lloyd _ WRIGHT_ (prompt on Wright)
HISTORY
27. When Thutmose TIl became Pharoah of Egypt, he was so bitter about being oppressed for 22 years by
his predecessor that he had all commemorating monwnents defaced or destroyed. This is understandable
since, as his regent, this woman was not supposed to have assumed the title of pharoah. For ten points.
name this woman who was responsible for the construction of the Deir el-Bahir Temple near Thebes.
Answer: _HATSHEPSUT_
Science/Chemistry
28. This French scientist was responsible for promoting chemistry in products such as ammonia, cement,
steel and cernmnics. He perfornled many studies in the field of thernlOdynamics but is more famous for his
scientific principle which states that a gas-phase equilibrium responds to an increase in pressure by shifting
in the direction that minimizes that increase. For 10 points, name him.
Answer: Henri Louis LE CHATELlER
29. FINE ARTS (Architecture)
One was originally the church of Saint Genevieve, built by Louis the Fifteenth and finished in 1790. The
other has been known as the Santa Maria Rotunda since the seventh century, but was built by Agrippa.
FIP, what eight-letter word names one structure dedicated to honorable Frenchmen and another dedicated
to all the gods?

Answer: - PANTHEON30. SOCIAL SCIENCE (Law)
At issue was whether the plaintiff had trespassed in taking a path that ran along the rail tracks where the
train struck him. Because the suit was in federal court, under Swift v. Tyson this would be a federal
question, but the Supreme Court held that rights created by state law should be adjudicated by state law,
even in federal court. FIP, name the railroad involved in this landmark 1938 jurisdiction case.
Answer: _ERIE_ v. Tompkins
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BONn
SCIENCE BONUS
1. Answer these questions about cell membranes for the stated number of points.

A. FFP, this plasma membrane, surrounding animal cells, allows substances to diffuse in and out of the
cell. It is also able to exclude some substances and select others.

B. FfP, this membrane has tiny pores which allow substances to flow between the cytoplasm and the
nucleus.
Answer: NUCLEAR MEMBRANE
C. FI5P, this membrane appears to be a continuation of the cell membrane, or the nuclear membrane, and
is associated with protein synthesis.
Answer: _ENDOPLASMIC RETICULUM_
HISTORY BONUS
2. Identify the ancient Chinese Dynasty from the given description FfPE.

A. This dynasty's first emperor, Shih-Huang-Ti, unified China and erected the Great Wall, built new canals
and roads.
Answer: _ CH'IN_
B. From 1122-770 BC, this dynasty ruled from Hao, and later from Lo-Yang.
Answer: - CHOUC. This dynasty lasted from 206 BC-220 AD and was founded by Liu Pang after the Ch'in Dynasty. At the
height of its expansion, it stretched from Korea and Vietnam, to Uzbekistan.
Answer: - HANLITERATUREIPHILOSOPHY BONUS
3. Identify the playwright after the given clues, 30-20-10.
30: Sixteen years ago, fresh out of Stanford University, he won the Obie Award for Best New Play for his
inaugural work, FOB, in 1988.
20: His latest play, Golden Child, premiered in New York last November, and was directed by James
Lapine.
10: His most successful play, M. Butterfly, grossed over 35 million dollars on Broadway, more than any
other non-musical performance.
Answer: _ DAVID_ Heruy _HWANG_
RELIGION BONUS
4. Identify these characters from the Mesopotanlian epic, Gilgamesh, for the stated number of points.

A. FSP, he was the stonny-hearted wild-man who began his descent into civilization after an encounter
with Sharuhat, the Temple Harlot. After losing in a wrestling match to Gilgamesh, he became his best
friend.

B . For ten points, thhis monster lives in the Cedar Forest, and is defeated by Gilgamesh and Enkidu.

C. For flfteen points, name the man for whom Gilgamesh serches after the death of Enkidu, the only mortal
who knows the secret of etemallife.
Answer: _UTNAPISHTIM_
SOCIAL SCIENCE BONUS
S. Answer these questions about psychoanalysis FlSPE.
A. His cures for hysteria involved the notion that everything and everyone was penneated with a superfme
fluid called ether. Hysteria was caused by blockages in the fluid, which he would cure by rubbing patients
with iron rods dipped in water.
Answer: Franz Anton _MESMER_

B. Freud psychoanalyzed this 18 year-old girl. Her disturbed emotional life consisted of an adulterous
father, her father's mistress, an obsessive mother, and the mistress' husband, who attempted to seduce her.
Answer: - DORACURRENT EVENTS BONUS
6. In December of 1997, there was a meeting in Kyoto concerning global wanning. For the stated number
of points, answer the following questions concerning the "Kyoto protocoL"
A. FIF each, name the two cities where future conferences will be held to further discuss the details of the
Kyoto protocol.

B. Participating countries pledged to reduce carbon emissions between the years 2008-2012 to the level of a
previous year. For ten points, name that year.
Answer: 1990
HISTORY BONUS
7. As Charles II fast approached his death without an heir, many Europeans began vying for the right to
inherit his throne. FIF, this was the cause of what eighteenth century war?
Answer: The _WAR OF THE SPANISH SUCCESSION_
For ten points, name the treaty that ended the War of the Spansh Succession
Answer: The Treaty of _UTRECHT_
C. The Treaty of Utrecht recognized, FIF, who as King of Spain?

Answer: ]HILIP OF ANJOU_ or ]HILIP V_ (prompt on Philip)
LITERATUREIPHILOSOPHY BONUS
8. Name this early modem philosopher given the clues, 30-20-10.
30: He was not primarily a philosopher by trade, and worked a great deal for the royal court at Hanover
Germany as a mining engineer, librarian, advisor, diplomat, and geological historian.
20: Most of his work was done in his spare time on scraps of paper. These scraps, subsequently compiled
and published, became works such as his "Discourse on Metaphysics," and to a certain extent, his
"Monadology. "
10: He is perhaps most famous for independently inventing the calculus, a fact that Newton greatly
disdained.
Answer: Gottfried Wilhelm _LEIBNIZ_
POP/SPORTS BONUS
9. Given the name of a movie, provide its subtitle, FI5PE.

A. "Dr. Strangelove
Answer: _HOW I LEARNED TO STOP WORRYINq AND LOVE THE BOMB_
B. "The Fearless Vampire Killers"
Answer: ]ARDON ME SIR, BUT YOUR TEETH ARE IN MY NECK_
FINE ARTS BONUS
10. Identify the style of architecture from the following description FTPE:

A. Flourishing in Europe from about 1550 to 1750, this style is characterized by elaborate and ornate
scrolls, curves, and other synunetrical ornamentation

B . This style of European architecture of the eleventh and twelfth centuries was characterized by the use of
round arches, thick, massive walls, and austere interiors.
Answer: _ ROMANESQUE_
C. This style of decoration first prevalent in the 1890's was characterized by the depiction of sinuous floral
forms in a stylized, linear manner.
Answer: - ARTNOUVEAUSCIENCE BONUS
11. Provide the names of these things associated with a particular mathematical incredultiy for the stated
number of points ..

A. For five points, name the theorem that says X to the nth plus Y to the nth plus Z to the nth equals 0
where X, Y, and Z do NOT equal 0, and n is greater than 2 ..

Answer: ]ERMAT'S LAST THEOREM_
B . FrP, name the Princeton professor who proved Fennat's Last Theorem to be true.
Answer: Andrew - WILESC. FI5P, where did Wiles first present his proof in the summer 1994?
Answer: _CAMBRIDGE UK_ (prompt on Cambridge)
GEOGRAPHY BONUS
12. The name's the same. FTPE, give the name of the monetary unit shared by three noncontiguous
countries:
A: Algeria, Jordan, Kuwait
Answer: - DINARB: Solomon Islands, Zimbabwe, Belize
Answer: - DOLLARC: Togo, Djibouti, Central African Republic
Answer: - FRANCRELIGION BONUS
13. Name the following patron saints of the month of January FrPE.
A. She is the patron saint of young girls who was killed when she refused to marry, claiming that Christ
was her spouce
Answer: _ST. AGNES_
B . This saint emigrated from Bohemia and moved to the United States. He spent most of his time in
Philadelphia where he was credited with beginning the Catholic education system.
Answer: _ST. JOHN NEUMANN_
C. He is the patron saint of journalists. He spent his much of his life trying to convert Calvinists back to
Catholicism.
Answer: - ST. FRANCIS DE SALESCURRENT EVENTS BONUS
14. A. The Museum of Fine Arts in Boston recently found itself in trouble regarding its newest exhibit.
Apparently, it displays looted artifacts from, FTPE, what 3 countries?
Answer: _NIGERIA_, _GUATEMALA_, _MALI_
SOCIAL SCIENCES BONUS
15. FI5PE, give the term from the following macroeconomic definitions:

A. This curve shows the typical time pattern of the resPonse of net exports to a depreciation of the real
exchange rate in which net exports initially decline, but then increase.
Answer: The _J CURVE_
B. This is a rule of thumb that says that output falls by 2.5% for each percentage point increase in the
cyclical unemployment rate.
Answer: _ OKUN'S LAW_
HISTORY BONUS

16. Answer the following questions about the American occupation of Japan after World War II.

A. FfP, all or nothing, give the month and year when General McArthur took control as Supreme
Commander of the Allied Powers?
Answer: _AUGUST 1945_
B. FfP, Name the first Japanese Prime Minister elected during the occupation, ruling from 1945 until
1947.
Answer: Kijuro _SHIDEHARA_
C. For another 10 points, name the international conference which outlined the American occupation of
Japan.
Answer: ]OTSDAM CONFERENCE_

LITERATUREIPHILOSOPHY BONUS
17. Identify the French poet 30-20-10:
30: He was trained as a school teacher. Unfortunately, he was not a vel)' good one, writing poetry on his
desk while his students misbehaved.
20: A common theme in his poetry is breaking through the barrier between the colorless mundane world,
and the vivid idyllic world of creative imagination, symbolized by such things as hospital windows, and a
frozen lake surface.

10: His work, "L'Apres-Midi d'U ne Faune, II inspired Debussy's composition of the same name.
Answer: Stephane _MALLARME_ (mal-ar-MAY)
POP CULTURE/ SPORTS BONUS
18. Answer the following questions about CRAPS for the stated number of points.

A. F5P, despite the popularity of this number, it is the ·most dreaded among players betting against the
house.
Answer: _ SEVEN_
B. FfP, all or nothing, when a player bets on the horn bet, what numbers is he or she betting on?
Answer: _TWO, THREE, ELEVEN AND TWEL VE_ (exact answers only)

C. FI5P, all or nothing, these two tenns are used to describe the type of odds that one receives on betting
on proposition bets. Hint: this is why some think that craps really did originate in Las Vegas.
Answer: _DOWNTOWN_ Odds and _STRIP_Odds (exact answers only)
FINE ARTS BONUS
19. Given a work of impressionist painting with a rather short title, identify the painter, for ten points each.

A. "The Orchard"
B . "Flood"
C. "Four Trees"

Answer: ]ISSARO_
Answer: _SISLEY_
Answer: - MONET-

SCIENCE BONUS
20. FTPE, identify the following physicists who have contributed to the Chaos Theory.

A. This physicist was the first to describe "detenninistic chaos" as a shaper of weather phenomena aand
originated the tenn "butterfly effect".
Answer: Edward Norton _LORENZ_

B. This scientist's book The Fractal Geometry of Nature (1982), was important in demonstrating the
potential application of fractals to natural phenomena.
Answer: Benoit _MANDELBROT_
C. Concerned that science was unableto explain irregular occurrences in everyday life that could be
described as chaotic, he developed the mathematics of what is now called Chaos.
Answer: Mitchell_FEIGENBAUM_
RELIGION BONUS
21. Provide the number of chapters in the following books in the Bible, 15 points if exact, 10 points if
within one chapter:
A: Proverbs
Answer: _31_ (accept 30 or 32 FTP)
B: Second Corinthians
Answer: _13_ (accept 12 or 14 FTP)
LITERATUREIPHILOSOPHY BONUS
22. Given years each lived and the name of a work, name the author FTPE:

A. 70-19 AD, The Eclogues
Answer: _ VERGIL_
B . 43-18 AD, Ars Amatoria
Answer: _OVID_

C. 46-120 AD, Parallel Lives
Answer: ]LUTARCH_
GENERAL BONUS
23. A. Palladio is the name ofthe music heard in the "A Diamond is Forever" ad campaign. F15P, who
wrote the music?
Answer. Karl_JENKINS_
B. For an additional 15 points, which company is responsible for the ad?
Answer: _De Beers_
GEOGRAPHY BONUS
24. The "Big One" hasn't hit California yet, but it has Pit this bonus. Answer these questions about
earthquakes.
.

A. FTP, on what plate does the San Andreas Fault lie?
Answer: ]AClFIC_ Plate
B. FFPE, name the 3 waves associated with earthquakes.

C. FFP, what branch of science studies the magnitude and intensity of earthquakes?
Answer: _SEISMOLOGY_
SCIENCE BONUS
25. FTPE, name these phenomena having to do with light emission.
A : This kind of light radiation results from the absorption of incident radiation, and persists only as long
as the stimulating radiation continues.
Answer: ]LUORESCENCE_
B : This results from a sufficiently high thermal energy, and is the emission of light from a very hot object.
Answer: _INCANDESCENCE_
C: Persistent emission of light following exposure to, and removal of incident radiation It is also an
organically generated light emission, or bioluminescence.
Answer: ]HOSPHORESCENCE_
POP/SPORTS BONUS
26. Sports has become mighty messy lately. How much you know about the latest sports faux pas for the
stated number of points.

A. This basketball player recently shook/strangled his coach threatening to kill him. Name his and name
the team he played for, FFPE.

Answers: Latrell_SPREWELL_ and The Golden State _ WARRIORS_
B. It was rumored that this lawyer, once involved in the trial of another sports figure, is going to defend
Sprewell. FTP, name him.
Answer: Johnny _COCHRAN_
C. And for a final TP, name the coach, whose verbal assaults, according to Sprewell, prompted the attack.
Answer: P.T. _CARLESIMO_
GENERAL BONUS
26. In Christian paintings, saints are usually depicted with an attribute. Given the attribute, FfPE, name
the saint.
A. A broken spinning wheel.
Answer: - ST. CATHERINE-

B. Surrounded by various animals.
Answer: _ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI_
C. Holding a lamb.
Answer: _ST. AGNES_
FINE ARTS BONUS
27. Pen and paper may be required! Place these composers in chronological order by birth, earliest to latest,
five points for each correct placement, and a five point bonus for all correct: Sergei Rachmaninoff, Modest
Mussorgsky, Johann Pachabel, Franz Joseph Hayden, and Johann Sebastian Bach.
Answer: _PACHABEL_, _BACH_, _HAYDEN_, _MUSSORGSKC and_RACHMANINOFF_
HISTORY BONUS
28. 1492 is perhaps the most important year in the history of Spain. Not only did Columbus discover
America, but two important actions were taken to create religious homogeneity among the Spanish.
A: The Spanish defeated the last of the Moorish kings in Spain at Grenada. For fifteen points, name the
deposed Moor.
Answer: King _BOABDIL_
B: Ferdinand and Isabella issued an order which stated that all Jews were required to convert to
Christianity, or leave the country with four months. FI5P, name this document.
Answer: The _EDICT OF EXPULSION_
MISCELLANEOUS BONUS
29 A. For fifteen points each, name the American author who received the Nobel Prize in Literature for what
the committee called "realistic and imaginative writings, combining, as they do, sympathetic humor and
keen social perception," and the year in which he won the prize.

FINE ARTS BONUS
FTPE, Identify these artists as a member of the Fauvists, the Cubists, both or neither.
A. Georges Braque
Answer: _ BOTIl_
B. Maurice Vlaminck
Answer: ] AUVIST_
C. Fernand Leger
Answer: _CUBIST_

